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Article by Imogen 

From Tuesday 9th to Friday the 12th of February, some crucial visitors came to our school to be wowed by 
us all. They were the candidates applying to be our teachers next year. It was very important that everyone 
was exceptionally behaved, so that the candidates would WANT to work in our amazing school.  We feel 
very proud to belong to Greatfields and want everyone coming in to be equally proud of us. 
 
During the day we noticed that the candidates took turns to teach us, this was very exciting and new for us 
all; our current teachers and Mr Paul supervised our learning whilst making notes about the candidates.  
 
The quality of teaching was a very important part of the day, however this was not the only thing that Mr 
Paul was considering.  Additionally, interviews were held by the School Council and Mr Taqi, these were 
also a valuable tool to help the decision making. The School Council was very thorough and tried to pick up 
on every little detail and asked some very good questions. 
   
It was an intense week for us all; on Tuesday we had PE; on Wednesday we had English; on Thursday we 
had Geography and on Friday we had Performing Arts; we were exhausted by the end of the week.  Mr Taqi 
briefly said that: "They all performed well and we would be pleased with any of them." 
 
I have spoken to the students and we cannot wait to see who will be teaching us next year.  We also feel 
nervous about our new teachers however we have faith in Mr Paul, that he will pick what's best for us and 
for our learning. 
 
 
 

 

 

Article by Leona  

Brianna Ley, a student in Moore has accomplished the wonderful experience of standing up in front of us all 
in assembly and announced as the pupil of the week.  The reason Brianna was chosen to be pupil of the 
week was because of her kind and considerate choices around the school, I am sure that she is an inspiration 
to us all. 

 

Greatfields School: Update 

Pupil of the week 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. How did you feel when you heard your name 
being called out for student of the week? 

“I felt really surprised at first, then I felt proud of 
myself because I have always wanted to win this 
award.” 

2. Why do you think you got picked for student of 
the week? 

“I think I got picked for student of the week 
because I was always trying my best in all of my 
subjects.” 

3. What is your favourite subject? 

“My favourite subject is Science because you get 
to try new things and try different experiments.” 

4. What aspirations do you have? 

“My aspirations are to be very successful in my 
life and job. I also want to achieve my goals.” 

5. Do you have any hobbies? 

“I really enjoy drawing because I find it really 
fun. I also like to draw when I am bored because 
it takes up my time.” 

6. What do you think makes a good student? 

“A good student should be trust worthy and loyal 
they should also follow rules.” 

7. What advice do you give to people who are 
trying to be pupil of the week? 

“To be pupil of the week you have to try hard to 
achieve your goals and follow the school rules.” 

 

 

 

 

Article by Nameera 

On Monday 30th January the students who took 
part in the Brilliant Club ended their programme 
with a graduation ceremony to celebrate their 
achievements throughout the programme. The 
Brilliant Club is a programme where students 
learn about university style topics and write 
university style essays to argue their point of 
view. The students have enjoyed their time on this 
intriguing programme and are disappointed to 
finish but proud of their fantastic achievements. 

The day started off with a welcoming ceremony 
where students discussed the things that they had 
achieved during their time in the Brilliant Club. 
After that they enjoyed a great lunch and 
marvelled at the antique building and the beautiful 
sights of Downing College – a college that is a 
part of Cambridge University.  

A study skills lesson took place following lunch, 
and students discussed things about the Brilliant 
Club and the skills they used to get through this 
challenging programme. Then came the part of the 
day that the students were longing for – the 
graduation ceremony. They were told to stand in a 
line while the leaders of the Brilliant Club handed 
out certificates. The evening was enjoyed greatly 
by all the students. 

Mr Taqi was really proud on our success and he 
commented: “I am overwhelmed on how children 
your age could produce such advanced and 
university style essays, and I don’t think I would 
have been able to do this when I was your age” 

A student from the Brilliant Club said they were 
very proud of their score they achieved, and will 
remember the Brilliant Club for a long time to 
come

The Brilliant 
Club 
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Article by Nelly 

On Thursday 9th February 2017, Ms Sarwar 
hosted a book swap to encourage us to read more 
books; students brought in a selection of books 
that they have enjoyed over the years and were 
able to swap it for a new adventure.  

Students brought in books they were happy to 
swap and Ms Sarwar set up a mini library for all 
participants.  People were given tokens and 
invited to discuss the books.  The swap allowed 
students to share their opinion and take a new 
book home to enjoy. 

 

On Tuesday 28th February, Ms Sarwar announced 
the winners of the spelling bee.  

It was a tough competition and everyone did well; 
Ms Sarwar said: it was a closely fought contest 
and she was extremely proud of everyone.  
Students were quizzed on 40 spelling and 
definition and there was even an oral round… 

However we have the top three winners below 
achieving very high marks.   

1st Nameera (7Moore)  40/10 

2nd Ayshah (7Jamu) 38.5/40  

3rd Nelly (7Moore) 38/40 

 

 

 

 

Article by Hadiya 

Seven years ago, Chris Evans had a dream: to get 
children excited about reading and writing. He felt 
that all children, no matter their ability could 
produce amazing stories. The 500 Words is now 
one of the most successful story-writing 
competitions for kids in the world.  

Also the competition is open to everyone from 
ages 5-13.  Make sure you enter and if you 
become selected in the top fifty with your brilliant 
story, then your story will be read by the Duchess 
of Cornwall at the Grand Final. 

The 500 words competition took place last year at 
the Shakespeare Globe Theatre and this year it 
will be taking place at the Tower of London.  It 
sounds like an exciting evening with some 
incredible authors. 

To submit your stories, simply type it up and give 
it to Ms Sarwar before the 23rd February 2017 and 
make sure you talk to Ms Sarwar if you need any 
further information.  

Everyone from newspaper club wishes you good 
luck and make sure you keep us updated on any 
good news. 

 

 

 

Article by Nawras 

On a normal school day the whole of Todd went 
on a trip to the amazing museum of London. 
Travelling back in time and learning the history of 
London; doesn’t that sound amazing? Our friends 
from Todd have seen it all from the slave trade to 
the great fire of London; all thanks to the trip they 
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went on.  We now have experts to help us 
understand the history of London.  

Rebecca from Todd who went to the trip stated 
“My favourite part of the trip was when we got to 
dress up into clothes that just looked like the 
people from 1857 and when we were paid a penny 
for what we found when we went mudlarking.” 
From this one account about the trip, I feel eager 
to go there myself. Hopefully other forms will 
also get to experience the laughter and fun like 
Todd when we visit the museum of London.  

 

A visit like this one could help you with your 
history work and give Mr. Taqi a break from 
worrying about our knowledge in history.  I’m 
sure that we could learn so much, that we might 
even know more about London and its history 
than Sir.  

If you would like to go, then you can talk to Ms 
Sarwar and remember it only takes about 30 
minutes to get to the museum of London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Article by Saamiyah 

On the 23rd of February 48 students from 
Greatfields accompanied by teachers attended an 
evening show at the theatre to watch a 
performance of the musical Wicked…and trust me 
it was WICKED!  

 

We travelled to the Apollo Victoria Theatre by 
coach it was a very enjoyable journey and the 
driver turned on some music whilst we chatted 
away, we hadn’t even noticed how quickly 1 hour 
passed by and before we knew it, we had arrived 
at the theatre.   

We arrived just in time because there was a lot of 
unexpected traffic; on that same day Storm Doris 
was being forecast and this caused a bit of traffic 
due to travel disruptions.  But luckily we arrived 
there just in time to have our tickets checked, we 
quickly walked through the emerald doors and 
were flabbergasted by the lights and sounds of the 
theatre. 

 

We sat down on our seats and found some 
binoculars so we shared it around to have a close 
up view of the characters. This was very important 
for me because on world book day I was planning 
on dressing up as Elphaba the main character from 
Wicked; so I carefully watched Elphaba to use her 
makeup as inspiration.  The set design and 
costumes were marvellous; we were amazed by 
the moving dragon and we jumped when the 
mechanical Oz came on stage. 

It was truly an amazing night and we would like to 
thank all our teachers for taking us.  We loved the 
theatre and hope that we get to go on more trips 
like this one. 

 

 

Article by Tashrifa  

On Wednesday the 1st March 
Ms Sarwar organised a small trip to the Broadway 
Theatre for Jamu and Moore to go watch Hamlet. 

Honestly it was not as good as Wicked but it was 
good and everyone was just really happy to be 
outside of school, interacting with each other and 
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going to watch a drama production. Some people 
were comparing the actors in Hamlet and Wicked, 
however we should know that the actors in 
Wicked were once beginners too.  

The Performers were actually quite good but the 
type of English spoken was really hard to 
understand as it was in Shakespearian style.  
Overall we still understood most of the 
performance and behaved very well during it. 

Every single person that came to the trip set a 
good reputation for our school, we were even 
complimented by the workers at the theatre. We 
all sat in silence and paid full attention to the 
performers. We were not getting distracted at all. 
The theatre trip was good and I suggest we should 
set up more trips to go to other theatres to see a 
variety of performances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Article by Keisha 

On 28th February 2017, Siddiq Khan came to tell 
us about recycling and how important it is.   
Unfortunately, we hardly think about it however it 
is a big responsibility that we have and we need to 
do something about it.  

Siddiq, told us that we should help look after our 
school’s atmosphere and to make sure pollution is 
stopped because this affects things such as the 
environment and nature. This was a good message 
and we needed this reminder about looking after 
our environment. I learnt that we need to think 
about what we do to keep our environment clean 
and our planet a safe place to live.  

Greatfields advice to you is to take more care of 
the atmosphere around.  Remember if you want it 
to stay in a nice place then you need to become 
active in managing your household waste and 
recycle things that can be used again.  Recycling 

things helps the environment as we don’t waste 
resources by making new products. 

 

 

You could also help the environment by buying 
bags for life for your shopping, plastic creates a 
lot of trouble and it can harm animals and plants.  
So buy a bag for life and reduce the amount of 
plastic you use.  Finally avoid buying things and 
materials that can’t be recycled, so please check 
labels carefully and think before you buy. 

The environment belongs to everyone and it is our 
responsibility to keep it healthy so future 
generations can enjoy it as much as us. 

 

 

A man from the Employee Ownership Association 
(EOA) came to visit our school on Tuesday 28th 
February 2017. His name was Kwame and he 
came to give us a talk about career opportunities. 
He had a profound way of thinking. He believed 
that when you leave school you should have 
choices to pick from. “To get choice” he said 
“you have to get good grades, to achieve good 
grades in school you need to work hard all 
through your school life.” We have heard similar 
words like these before. This is our school motto 
‘dream it, believe it, achieve it. 

This inspirational assembly has motivated us to 
start working incredibly hard now from a young 
age, so we do not struggle later in life. Our school 
gives us so many opportunities, all we need to do 
is grab it with our two hands. 

Recycling  

Career Advice 
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World Book Day Review 

Article by Brianna and Leona 

Recently, on Thursday the 2nd of March, many of 
the pupils in our school dressed up as some of 
their favourite book characters. At the end of the 
day, all the student voted for the top two best 
dressed people. Many of the students put a lot of 
effort into their costumes and really enjoyed their 
day doing English related lessons. 

On World Book Day we had a wonderful day that 
was full of excitement and Literacy lessons. In 
Spanish we illustrated our own comics and wrote 
them in Spanish, Many comics were amazing and 
extremely creative. In Art we design our own 
bookmarks and entered them into the bookmark 
competition. During Science we researched about 
many famous scientists and mathematicians. We 
wrote our own poems in English, and in History 
we wrote from the point of view of a child in the 
workhouses. 

We were randomly put into new groups 1-5. The 
reason to this it that we could make new friends in 
different forms. In many of the classes we had to 
be on a table with people from different forms to 
us and work with new partners.  

In every class the work that we produced was 
entered into a competition against the other pupils 
in our school. 

In art the winners of the bookmark competition 
were Kamille in 1st place, Urte in 2nd place and 
Nameera in 3rd place.  

In Spanish we worked in pairs, the winners were 
Urte and Aurelija in 1st place and Nosaiba and 
Senjuti in 2nd place.  

Our science winners are Florjana and Teo in 1st 
place and James and Kayode in 2nd place. 

Our three history winners are Mahiza in 1st, Aysha 
in 2nd and Rebekah in 3rd place. 

 

 

And finally our English poetry winners are Tobi 
and Abraham in 1st place, Mary and Naila in 2nd 
place and Shanaas and Bobby in 3rd.  

We had two winner for the best costume design, 
these winners were decided by students. In 2nd 
place is Teodora and in 1st place is Naila. 
Congratulations to all of our World Book Day 
winners. 

Overall, many of the student really enjoyed World 
Book day. The teachers were really impressed by 
our magnificent costumes and the effort and time 
we put into our work. We really hope that we can 
have a World Book Day next year that is just as 
amazing, eventful and wonderful as the World 
Book Day we had this year. 
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Internet Safety 
 

I gaze at the clock, non-stop 

Desperately waiting for this time to end 

As I look over to my friend 

Ding! The school day is dead 

 

I am finally home all cosy and warm 

As I reach over for my phone 

My eyes cannot cope but look away 

I thought I had a best friend 

Who, who helped me see 

And made me believe in what I can achieve 

I cried like a baby crying for its mother’s milk 

I felt exposed 

 

I felt betrayed, angry, upset 

Furious, alone, ugly 

I could not control all the emotion inside of me 

I didn’t want to see the light of day 

 

Then I saw a streak of light through the blinds 

Giving me a sign of hope 

Be yourself and nothing different 

Let no one drag you down 

 

By Mary and Naila 

 

 

 

World Book Day 
 

World Book Day a time to enjoy 

Oh I can’t wait oh boy, oh boy 

Today is Thursday 2nd March 

World Book Day is here at last 

We can dress up as character for you and me  

And be whatever we wanna be 

You can be a scientist or a witch 

The book made me laugh so hard it gave me a stitch 

Just remember World Book Day is a time to enjoy 

For grannies, to daddies, to the uncles to the 
mummies 

From brothers to sisters maybe called Dorothy  

Just be whatever you wanna be  

Let me just end it here with a big BANG 

By Tobi and Abraham 
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Gender 

 

Everyone is equal  

They might not look the same 

Boy or girl whatever gender 

It’s not a difficult game 

 

Everyone is equal 

Everyone lives in this world  

Boy or girl whatever gender 

Life isn’t supposed to be curled 

 

Everyone is equal 

Everyone needs to be treated right 

Boy or girl whatever gender 

It is always a wonderful sight 

 

Everyone is equal 

They always have a goal 

Boy or girl whatever gender 

Both genders have a soul 

 

By Sahnaas and Bobby 

 

Naila Warsi:  Winner of the WBD Costume 
design competition. 

Teodora Icanu:  Runner-up of the WBD Costume 
design competition. 
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Article by Imogen  

 
On Friday 3rd March some lucky female students 
went on a trip to the Barking Rugby Club. We 
were escorted to the Barking Rugby Club by Mr 
Malaveci. All of us travelled on a coach which we 
shared with All Saints Catholic School. Moreover, 
I think that everyone from Greatfields School was 
excited. Although we were excited we were also 
nervous as we had never attempted contact rugby 
before.  
  
Once at our destination, we were given name tags 
and our very own t-shirts! Once this task had been 
completed, we were led to a room where all of our 
bags/belongings were locked. After that we pretty 
much got straight into what we were supposed to 
do. 
  
On the surrounding fields, there were different 
stations where different skills were needed. At 
each station there were women from the Barking 
Rugby Club who led that particular station. The 
rules for the first station were similar to the game 
Rounders though instead of batting a ball, you 
were kicking it. We were split into 4 different 
teams (my team won)! Furthermore, the next 
station was where we played matches and the one 
after that was kicking a ball though a goalpost. 
This was followed by a well needed break, where 
we got a delicious (free) snack containing 
chocolate and nuts. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
After the break, we were at a different station 
which was all about attacking. For that station we 
had to hug our opponent's legs and put our cheek 
(the one on our face) to their bum cheek. We all 
felt a bit uncomfortable about this at first but after 
a little while we got used to it and got on with it. 
Following onto this, we moved onto a different 
station which was about popping (passing a ball 
quickly) to the people around us. Then, we all 
went to a station where we were attacking again. 
Finally, we moved onto our last station which was 
about how quickly we could move our feet which 
we all found quite easy.  
  
Once we had completed our final station we went 
inside for lunch and finished off with Q & A 
about the Barking Rugby Club. Following on 
from this, on the journey back to school, we all 
felt quite tired and all we really wanted was a nice 
hot shower as we were COVERED in mud (some 
of us had even smudged two stripes of mud onto 
our cheeks so we looked like warriors)! 
  
This event was made to encourage young females 
to get interested in sport, so girls, start working 
hard in P.E.! 
 

 

 

 

 

Recently, the boy’s football team had a match 
against Barking Abbey Comprehensive School. 
They played extremely well and worked as a team 
enabling them to win…AGAIN!!! Although, 
Barking Abbey also played well however their 
scoring skills were lacking resulting in the score 

Rugby 
 

They scored a 
goal…again! 

 



being 2-1. Both goals were scored by Danyl 
Brahimi.  

All of us were overjoyed when we heard that our 
school, the newest school, the best school in 
Barking and Dagenham, had actually reached the 
finals. We had some excellent players on the team 
and we are so proud of everyone involved in the 
team. 

Furthermore, there is a lot of pressure on our 
football team as we have a trophy cabinet at stake. 
The agreement is that if we win the final of the 
Borough Cup then Mr Paul (our Headteacher) will 
buy the school a MASSIVE trophy cabinet to 
display our first ever trophy. Moreover, there IS 
some staff rivalry going on between Mr Malaveci 
and the P.E. teacher at Sydney Russell Secondary 
School as they both want to take the trophy back 
to their school to eagerly awaiting students; let’s 
hope our pride is not left bruised.  

 
 

 

 

We wish the boys the very best of 
luck in the final and whatever the 
outcome we are all proud of them. 
 

 

 

 


